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“I think our goal as artists
should be to draw what
makes us happy, even if it’s
not overly ‘emotional,’ even
if people don’t like it, and
even if it doesn’t necessarily
deliver or communicate
some sort of heavy,
profound meaning.”

Mandy Peltier is a colored pencil
artist and instructor who lives and
works in the Cleveland, Oh area.
Mandy’s artwork has been juried
into prestigious exhibitions,
including CPSA’s International
Exhibition and Explore This. In
addition, her work can be seen at
Stella’s Art Gallery in Mentor, Ohio
where she teaches classes.
Mandy is part of Ann Kullberg’s
SOAR network of colored pencil
instructors, through which she
travels the country teaching colored
pencil workshops. Mandy is
passionate about promoting the fine
art medium of colored pencil to the
world, and she hopes her love and
excitement for it is contagious to
those who talk to her and admire
her art.

MANDY
It is an honor having you join us for our March/
April issue of Drawing Together. Could you start
out by telling us something about yourself?

“In Just a Blink”

First of all, thank you so much for this honor, Denise!
I am incredibly grateful! I grew up in Indianapolis,
IN and now live in the Cleveland, OH area with my
husband, Chris, and our three children, Charlotte (9),
Titus (6), and Milo (6). When I married my husband,
he immediately whisked me overseas to live in
various countries for the next 10 years. Until a
couple of months ago, my husband worked for the
State Department, and we had the unique
opportunity to live in Nigeria, Bahrain, and Poland
before he found a new job that is allowing us to stay
in one place and “plant roots.” When I’m not creating
art or teaching an art class, I enjoy going to church,
spending time with family and friends, working out,
crocheting, sewing, reading, drinking copious
amounts of coffee, gardening, and tapping my maple
tree for syrup. I’m a pretty domestic person and a
homebody, so I can pretty well keep myself
entertained at home without getting cabin fever!
Congratulations on landing the “Membership
Director” for the CPSA Organization. What made
you want to Hill that position on the Board?
Thank you! It was an honor to be voted onto the
board. I saw the ad in an issue of To The Point, and I
thought the job description sounded interesting,
fulUilling, and fun. I also thought my previous work
experience could make me a good Uit for the job. I
discovered and started using colored pencils only
shortly before I joined CPSA as a member, and I
applied for the Membership Director position
shortly after that, but trying the medium of colored
pencil was truly love at Uirst try. I really discovered a
gift within myself that I didn’t know I possessed. It
sounds cheesy, and it’s hard to put into words, but I
felt such a gratitude and joy over this newfound
passion that I saw serving on the board as a way to
not only give back but to also spread my love and
excitement for this medium to current and
prospective members.
Would you tell us how you became interested in the
versatility of colored pencils? Your portraits are
amazing.

“See Me”

I think my reasoning for becoming interested in
colored pencils is three fold: (1) I had young children at
home when I Uirst discovered colored pencils. (2) I’m a
messy person, and (3) I don’t like cleaning up my
messes. I tried colored pencils for the Uirst time when
my kids were all under the age of 6. Like many, I used
or at least dabbled in other media before
serendipitously discovering and trying colored pencils.
Their versatility is unparalleled. I love how the use of
different strategies and techniques can make this
medium appear translucent, transparent or opaque,
depending on the result one is after. I also love colored
pencils for their cleanliness compared to other media.

As stated above, I am a messy (and clumsy!) person by
nature, especially when I’m in creative mode, and I was
oh so very good at making messes with paint. I made
such a mess with acrylics and oils, getting them all over
everything, and I also didn’t like the extra effort and
time it took to clean brushes and palettes. In addition, I
also didn’t like having to denote a certain amount of
time to paint on a given day, since it took time to set
everything up, and with acrylics, the palette dried
quickly, so I couldn’t step away from my work for long.
With colored pencils, I can step away for as long as I
want without having to worry about wasting paint that
dried on the palette before I could use it.
The biggest mess I can make with colored pencils is
either with the pencil shavings that can easily be
vacuumed up or having my pencils sprawled all over
the Uloor or workspace, which is a lot better than wet
paint all over everything! The clean up is also a cinch—
with pencils they go back in the jars or boxes, I wipe
down the table, and I’m done. There’s no brushes to
clean or palettes to scrape. I also love how portable
colored pencils are! My youngest son has special needs,
and we are often at a doctor’s appointment or therapy. I
can take my pencils with me and work on things in the
waiting room, which feels like a second home at this
point. This was not something I could easily do with
paint!

What is your favorite type of colored pencil pain4ng?
Portrait, landscape, s4ll life, or a variety of styles.
I would say that I love drawing portraits the most. It’s a
subject ma:er I once thought too diﬃcult to try, but I
gathered the courage a=er reading Alyona Nickelson’s book,
Colored Pencil Pain-ng Portraits. I entered my ﬁrst portrait of
my son, Titus, into CPSA’s ﬁnal ArtspectaFons exhibiFon, and
it won an honorable menFon in the non-signature category! I
can’t tell you what that did to my conﬁdence. UnFl then, I
wasn’t sure if I was like an American Idol contestant who
thinks they might have some talent, then they go in front of
the judges, belt out a song with conﬁdence, and everyone in
that room, but them, knows be:er. That honorable menFon
was aﬃrmaFon for me to keep pushing forward in my arFsFc
endeavors, and it was at that Fme in my life when colored
pencils went from being a hobby to a habit.
I digress back to the quesFon at hand. I love the challenge of
portraits and how it’s a li:le curve here or an angle there that
makes us look like us. Crazy as this might sound, I like that
challenge. If I’m not working on a portrait, my second favorite
thing to draw is anything with a farmhouse/homestead vibe,
because there’s something very homey, nostalgic, and
comforFng about it. I think maybe it’s because I lived overseas
for so long and never felt se:led anywhere before it was Fme
to pack up and move somewhere new. I longed to live
somewhere long enough to plant roots, have a garden, maybe
some chickens, and nurture and grow my own li:le
homestead. I’m thoroughly enjoying this new season where
I’m doing just that, and my desire to create more farmhouse/
homestead themed art hasn’t waned. When I get through the
next few portraits that are down the pipeline, I hope to create
a few new non-portrait pieces as well.

“Fresh From the Coop”

We understand that you were a portrait photographer
for years. Could you tell us something about your
experiences with this Hield?
My dad was a corporate photographer from the time he got
out of college until he retired a few years ago. I grew up
helping him with his side gig of photographing weddings,
and I learned a lot in the process. He almost single handedly
taught me everything I know about photography. When my
family was living overseas and I was trying to think of a
transient career to bring in some additional income into
our family, becoming a portrait photographer seemed like a
natural, logical choice. My desire was to take senior pictures
only, because I love the more artsy poses, and seniors
(especially girls) come excited and ready to go with
multiple outUit changes and ideas. However, I learned very
quickly that senior pictures are a uniquely American thing. I
even had a Canadian friend who told me she thought I
meant elderly people when I told her I enjoyed taking
senior pictures! So the senior picture market tapped out
quickly wherever we lived overseas, and I ended up doing a
lot of family photos and children’s portraits as a result.
Babies and kids are hard to photograph. There’s no way
around it. Some love having their pictures taken and are
easy peasy, but most cry a lot or just don’t want to
cooperate. I had one toddler trying to suffocate her new
baby brother because she wasn’t exactly happy about being
a big sister. The parents immediately stepped in, and I do
have a lot of funny stories as a result. (There are many
tricks you can do to help with a “difUicult” child, but it
mostly just boils down to having your shutter speed
appropriately set and being quick with your shutter button
to hopefully capture those single seconds of compliance...or
the moments you capture quickly enough that it doesn’t
look like the baby was crying, even if they were.) Being a
portrait photographer worked well overseas, especially in
countries where an English-speaking photographer was
appealing to expats who knew English but not the language
of the country we were living in, but the market is pretty

oversaturated here in the states. Now that I’m stateside, I still
take some clients from time to time, but I don’t advertise any
more and I discontinued my photography website. I really do
feel as though I’ve switched gears from being a portrait
photographer to being a colored pencil artist, and I want to be
careful to not bite off more than I can chew as well. That said,
photography is still very much a part of my life. When
possible, I like to use my own photo references, because doing
so helps a piece feel like it’s fully mine from start to Uinish,
and then I also don’t have to worry about its eligibility in
exhibitions!

“Peachy Memories”

How cool that you made the cover and did a step-by-step
feature in Ann Kullberg’s Color magazine, as well as being
featured as a guest instructor for “Workshop Series” in
Colored Pencil magazine. This shows your love of teaching
art. How long have you been teaching and can you tell us
something about your experience?
Before I married my husband and moved overseas, I was a
corporate trainer. I taught in a classroom-type setting, and I
trained employees new to the job, and I also did refresher
training for current employees. It was a fun job, and I believe
that job helped “train” me for what I’m doing now!
In regards to colored pencil classes, I started teaching at a
homeschool co-op, and then I offered a few private sessions
out of my home. Then, Ann Kullberg chose me last fall as one
of 13 instructors for her new SOAR colored pencil workshop
program. She personally trained and worked with each of us,
and it was a wonderful experience with top notch training!
Ann’s truly the best! I’m now a certiUied SOAR instructor and
Ann sends me around the country to teach workshops on how
to use colored pencil on sanded paper. I was also recently
juried into an art gallery in Northeast Ohio called Stella’s Art
Gallery where I have my work available for sale and teach
classes.
What are your favorite supplies you use for your art?
Paper, colored pencils, and tips and tricks.
Right now, I’m on a big sanded paper kick. Like most colored
pencil artists, the Uirst surface I tried was white paper. I still
like using white paper, but sanded paper seems to suit my
personality better. I am heavy handed, and sanded paper is
pretty forgiving in that regard. I also like that it can take a
beating and accept several layers of color. I am not good about
preserving the white sections on white paper for highlights,
and I don’t have to worry about that with sanded paper. I can
easily add highlights over other colors, even at the very end.
I’ve used both UArt and Fisher 400 sanded papers, and I like
them both. Fisher 400’s grit seems to be a bit more consistent
in its application, while UArt’s grit lay-down seems to have a
slight pattern to it. However, I like that UArt provides
different grit choices, while Fisher only offers 400 grit. I have
used UArt 400, 500, and 600, all with good results. The
subject matter tends to determine what grit I use. I also love
Brush and Pencil’s powdered blender and textured Uixative. I
use her other products as well, but these are the two products
I use whenever working on sanded paper. My pencils are
sorted by color and not by brand, so I use a lot of different
pencils when working on a project, but for many brands, it
may only be one or two colors. I use mostly Polychromos for
the Uirst few layers because they blend on sanded paper in a

way that’s similar to Uirm pastel. In the later layers, I use
mostly Prismacolor and Luminance pencils. While
sanded paper seems to be my go-to surface right now, I
do love to explore other surfaces too. I have worked on
colored paper, and I hope to explore those surfaces
again soon along with some new ones like claybord.
One tip I have is to take pictures of your work as you go
along. Colored pencil is a time intensive medium, and it
can help to keep you motivated if you can track your
progress through pictures. My favorite traveling
sharpener is T’Gaal. It has 5 settings for the tip length,
with the smallest being the size of Prismacolor’s tips
when they come to you brand new. It Uits even my
thickest pencils, I have not had an issue with this
sharpener breaking tips, and it yields a very sharp
point. For home use, I like a sharpener that my friend
Amy Lindenberger recently suggested to me. It’s called
Rapesco 64 and it’s a manual crank sharpener that I can
clamp to my desk. It has all the same beneUits as the
T’Gaal except that it only has one tip length (long) and a
larger container for pencil shavings.

What is the biggest problem you face when you
decide to create something new? Such as Hinding
your source, what medium to use, and how you
plan out your projects?
Thankfully, right now I have a list of things I plan to
draw, but I think the hardest thing for me has been
coming up with ideas for a piece and then turning
that idea into a reference I can work from. What I
mean is that I don’t usually get amazing, creative
ideas, and sometimes when I do get one, I’m afraid
the idea may fall Ulat or not look as good in real life as
it appears in my head. For example, I’ve been working
on an emotional self-portrait since late fall that came
about as a result of a disappointment I experienced in
the midst of a rough season in life. We all have days
where we feel we’ve reached our threshold, and this

is supposed to capture one of those days for me. I’m torn
between Uinishing it or just moving on to something else. I
started the self portrait before a few paid projects came up, and
I had to put it aside to meet those project deadlines. Now that
I’m done with those projects, I’m not sure if my hangup in
picking the portrait back up is its vulnerability, the potential
embarrassment because it’s vulnerable, or maybe it’s just not
good and I should start something less risky? I’ve received
some great responses when I’ve shared the WIP photo with
people, but I’ve also had a couple people ask me why on earth I
would create a self portrait like that (in a bewildered,
disapproving tone). These can be hard things to work through
as an artist...we’re sensitive, and we take any criticism to heart.
How do we know when to listen to the critique or advice of
others, when to shut that out, and how can we discern whether
an idea is a good one or if our idea is just trying too hard? I
think our goal as artists should be to draw what makes us
happy, even if it’s not overly “emotional,” even if people don’t
like it, and even if it doesn’t necessarily deliver or communicate
some sort of heavy, profound meaning. I think we all want to
move people with our art, but I think there is a number of
approaches to this end, and it’s just hard sometimes to work
through that.
What is your opinion about today’s art? Do you think loose
painting or abstract is Hinding its way more into colored
pencil artworks? Do you prefer a tighter style for your own
work?
I deUinitely think abstract art is Uinding its way into colored
pencil art. I think this is partly due to the nonrepresentational
art movement and being what a lot of galleries and curators
prefer right now. Related to this, I’m also of the persuasion
that, at least with CPSA shows, jurors seem to enjoy seeing how
colored pencils can be utilized in an abstract way. I can
appreciate that reasoning because it relates back to colored
pencil’s versatility. 33% of the abstract entries submitted for
consideration into the CPSA International Exhibition last year
were juried in. This percentage was only beaten by the “other”
category with 34% of those entries being juried in. 33%
equaled 8 abstract pieces being selected, and of those 8
selected, half of them won an award! One could make the case
that an artist might have a better chance of being juried into a
show and even winning an award if they enter an abstract, but
one could also make the case it was just this particular show,
but I am personally seeing this trend in favor of abstracts
across all exhibitions, including mixed media exhibitions, but
surely, the juror also has a lot to do with it.
Now, what is my personal opinion about today’s art, which
seems to lean heavily abstract? Well, I am sure to rufUle a few
feathers here, and I honestly hesitate to answer this part! Ha! I
certainly don’t want to offend anyone, because this is truly just
my opinion, but I personally have a hard time wrapping my
head around and understanding abstract art, especially if we’re
talking about the kind that looks like someone threw paint on a
canvas and called it done (why didn’t I think of that Uirst?!). Let
me try and explain why I think I might feel this way. My
daughter has Asperger’s, and while I do not have a diagnosis of
Asperger’s, I do notice a lot of similarities between us. As they
say, the apple doesn’t fall far from the tree! I am not an abstract
thinker. I often don’t understand or recognize sarcasm, and I
am pretty literal and concrete in my processing and thinking.
In 5th grade, my teacher said whoever got a 100% on their
state capital test would get to attend a sundae party. I raised
my hand and asked what time it would be because I went to
church on Sunday’s. Things like this happened a lot during my

childhood and they still do! Just this past Sunday evening, my
Pastor told my husband and I that he took his son to the
Apple store that afternoon. I said, “Apple store? An orchard is
open this time of year?” My husband gently told me our
pastor meant the computer store, not a literal apple store,
and thankfully neither of them made fun of me for the tooliteral interpretation of his words. It’s so embarrassing and it
just keeps happening! So with this as a qualiUier, I think you
can understand why I might have a general difUiculty
understanding and appreciating abstract art. I will say my
thinking on abstract art was somewhat challenged and
stretched, and I was at least able to see abstracts in a new
and different light when I was in Chicago last summer at the
CPSA convention. Deborah Maklowski had a beautiful
abstract in the exhibition that was drawn from a reference
photo of melting butter. The colors and the movement in her
piece were absolutely striking and gorgeous! I also attended
part of Dyanne Locati’s abstract workshop, and I do very
much like the idea of blowing up a picture or pictures and
then Uinding interesting lines, shapes, and movement, and
then using that as the reference and starting point.
This technique seems to make abstract art a bit more
concrete, at least for someone like me. Maybe I will continue
to slowly warm up to abstracts, and maybe I will one day
look at what I’ve written here and laugh! I do Uirmly believe
there’s an art movement for everyone and there is room for
every style. I just don’t like when the art world heavily leans
toward one movement over another, but all you have to do is
look at art history to know it has always been that way and
will likely never change. So while abstracts may not be my
thing, and while I deUinitely work in a tighter, more detailed,
and controlled fashion, it’s totally okay if you don’t! Colored
pencil suits itself very well to artists like me who work in a
photorealistic fashion, and I think it’s great that it is being so
well utilized in other ways, too. I would love to see more
impressionistic style art with colored pencils, and it is on my
long list of things to attempt.

We usually ask our featured artists what they would
say to beginning artists. What advice do you have for
someone just starting out?
Do not give up if you feel your work doesn’t hold a candle
to other artists. It’s easier said than done to not compare
yourself to others, so when you Uind yourself doing it, at
least let it motivate you to improve your skill rather than
quit. Do not let a rejection into a show or the lack of an
award kill your ambition. Give yourself a pity party, treat
yourself to something special, complain to a close friend,
then get up, dust yourself off, and get back to work.
Better yet, let those emotions be the fuel for your next
piece. Jurors are subjective. One juror’s “no” could be
another juror’s “yes.” I have an idea to make the very
subjective jurying process more objective, but it may be
another one of those things that work better in my head
than it would in real life. Read every book and magazine
you can on colored pencil. Even if you don’t actually

create the tutorials in the books or magazines, reading through
them will teach you a great deal. If you can’t afford to purchase
magazines or books, see what your local library has. I live in a
small town and was able to check out six books on colored
pencil, and they were mostly all oldies but goodies that are now
out of print! Finally, challenge yourself to make colored pencil a
habit rather than a hobby. You will see drastic improvement in
your work in a short amount of time when you do this. I once
had an art teacher say, “Show up every day.” I’ve remembered
that and live by it.
Is there anything you would like to share with the
members? Latest news, upcoming works or projects, or
what your plans are for the future?

If you live or will be visiting Colorado this summer, my
piece, “See Me,” will be on display at the Steamboat Art
Museum in the American Women’s Association
exhibition, Looking West: An Exhibition at the
Steamboat Art Museum. I was also invited back for the
second year to take part in Colored Pencil Magazine’s
Workshop Series, as Denise mentioned earlier. Look for
that tutorial in a summer issue. The Workshop Series is
great because the tutorials are geared toward beginners.
Finally, my SOAR workshops are off the ground and
running, so please come to one. We will have lots of fun
as we laugh, draw, and learn together! Thank you for
reading through this, and thank you, Denise, once again
for the opportunity!

Mandy

Perhaps by the time this interview comes out, my In-Depth
tutorial through Ann Kullberg will be edited, on her website,
and available for sale. As I said earlier, it is a tutorial that will
teach you how to create peaches in a basket on sanded paper.
Following that tutorial will very much give you an idea of how I
work on sanded paper! Right now, my “Fresh from the Coop”
drawing is hanging up in Wisconsin at the Richeson75 Small
Works exhibition, so if you’re in Wisconsin or will be there
soon, please stop by!

Tracy Frein
Workshop March 22 & 23 in Ypsilanti
The art of Drawing By
Subtraction/ Tracy Frein CPSA,
CPX Two day Workshop
Fine Art on Drafting Film
March 22nd & 23th, 2019/ Friday
and Saturday 10:00am-4:00pm
This workshop will help enhance your knowledge
about value. You will rediscover and use a range of
values to visually define objects, create contrast and
render the intricate details of light and shadow
within your colored pencil drawing. We will practice
additive and subtractive methods to express
observed tones within your work while exploring
the “eraser” as an art medium.

Contact
tinasartforms@yahoo.com
for more information:

tinasartforms@yahoo.com

